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Abstract
Goldreich suggested candidates of one-way functions and pseudorandom generators included in NC0. It is known that randomly
generated Goldreich’s generator using (r−1)-wise independent predicates with n input variables and m = Cnr/2 output variables
is not pseudorandom generator with high probability for sufficiently large constant C. Most of the previous works assume that the
alphabet is binary and use techniques available only for the binary alphabet. In this paper, we deal with non-binary generalization
of Goldreich’s generator and derives the tight threshold for linear programming relaxation attack using local marginal polytope
for randomly generated Goldreich’s generators. We assume that u(n) ∈ ω(1) ∩ o(n) input variables are known. In that case,
we show that when r ≥ 3, there is an exact threshold µc(k, r) :=
(
k
r
)
−1 (r−2)r−2
r(r−1)r−1
such that for m = µ n
r−1
u(n)r−2
, the LP
relaxation can determine linearly many input variables of Goldreich’s generator if µ > µc(k, r), and that the LP relaxation cannot
determine 1
r−2
u(n) input variables of Goldreich’s generator if µ < µc(k, r). This paper uses characterization of LP solutions by
combinatorial structures called stopping sets on a bipartite graph, which is related to a simple algorithm called peeling algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Goldreich suggested candidates of one-way functions (OWFs) using predicates for constant number of binary variables
and an expander bipartite graph [1]. It is conjectured that Goldreich’s idea also gives pseudorandom generators (PRGs) [2],
[3]. Since every bit in the output of Goldreich’s generators only depends on a constant number k of input bits, Goldreich’s
generators are in NC0, which means that the generators are extremely simple. Applebaum, Ishai, Kushilevitz showed that if
OWF (PRG) exists in NC1 then OWF (PRG) exists also in NC0, respectively [4]. That means that OWF and PRG exist in NC0
on mild assumptions, e.g., hardness of factoring. Mossel, Shpilka and Trevisan showed that for large k, there is a polynomially
stretching Goldreich’s generator being a small bias generator, which is a weak pseudorandom generator only fooling linear
tests [3]. In contrast to the case of small bias generators, it is difficult to show that there exists an one-way function or a
pseudorandom generator even in general.
For analyzing Goldreich’s generators, many papers investigate properties of randomly generated planted constraint satisfaction
problems (CSPs) since randomly generated bipartite graph is an expander with high probability. Two types of attacks for
randomly generated Goldreich’s generators have been known. The first one is an algebraic attack called “correlation attack” [3].
For given predicate P , if P can be expressed as degree-d polynomial on F2, then the correlation attack distinguishes output of
Goldreich’s generator using P from uniform random variables if m >
∑d
i=1
(
n
i
)
where n and m are input length and output
length of generator, respectively. Since the correlation attack is a linear test, Goldreich’s generator is not small bias generator
if m > 1d!n
d
. The second type of attack is based on reduction to planted noisy MAX r-LIN problem [5]. Here, the concept
of (r − 1)-wise independence of predicate P , which will be defined later in this paper, gives the critical order of the output
length which separates the secure region and the insecure region for the second type of attack while the degree d of polynomial
representation of P on F2 gives the critical order for the correlation attack. For given (r − 1)-wise independent predicate P ,
Goldreich’s generator using the predicate P is insecure as small bias generator for m > Cnr/2 for sufficiently large constant
C since when m > Cnr/2 there is a pair of correlated output variables with high probability from the birthday paradox [3].
There also exists attack to Goldreichs’ generator using planted noisy MAX r-LIN problem as OWF when m = Cnr/2
√
logn
for sufficiently large C [5], [6]. No attack is known for Goldreich’s PRG for m = o(nmin{d,r/2}). Since the maximum of
min{d, r/2} among all predicates for k variables is 12⌊ 23k⌋, it is conjectured that the optimum stretch by Goldreich’s PRG
with the locality k is m = o(n 12 ⌊ 23k⌋) [6]. In [6], it is shown that the semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation using
Sherali-Adams+ hierarchy cannot distinguish output of Goldreich’s generator with small modification from uniform random
variables if m = O(nr/2−δ) for any δ > 0. The above results uses techniques available only for the binary alphabet. It is not
obvious that the above results can be generalized to non-binary alphabets.
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2In this work, we deal with a generalization of Goldreich’s generator to non-binary alphabet and local functions with multiple
output variables. We assume that u(n) = ω(1) ∩ o(n) of n input variables for Goldreich’s generator are known, and derive
an exact threshold for the number m of local functions in the generator on linear programming (LP) relaxation attack using
a simple polytope called local marginal polytope. On the local marginal polytope, we show that when r ≥ 3, there is an
exact threshold µc(k, r) :=
(
k
r
)−1 (r−2)r−2
r(r−1)r−1 such that for m = µ
nr−1
u(n)r−2 , the LP relaxation can determine linearly many input
variables of Goldreich’s generator if µ > µc(k, r), and that the LP relaxation cannot determine 1r−2u(n) input variables of
Goldreich’s generator if µ < µc(k, r). This paper uses characterization of LP solutions by combinatorial structures called
stopping sets on a bipartite graph, which is related to a simple algorithm called peeling algorithm. Since peeling algorithm
naturally appears in many problems [7], our results may have applications also in other areas.
II. PSEUDORANDOM GENERATORS, GOLDREICH’S GENERATORS
A. One-way function and pseudorandom generator
Definition 1 (One-way function). Let X be a finite alphabet. For n ∈ N and m ∈ N, g : Xn → Xm is said to be a ǫ-secure
one-way function if
Pr
(
h(g(X)) ∈ g−1(g(X))) < ǫ
for any function h : Xm → Xn which has a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm where X denotes a uniformly distributed
random variable on Xn.
Definition 2 (Pseudorandom generator). Let X be a finite alphabet. For n ∈ N and m ∈ N, g : Xn → Xm is said to be a
ǫ-secure pseudorandom generator if
|Pr (h(g(X)) = 1)− Pr (h(U) = 1)| < ǫ
for any function h : Xm → {0, 1} which has a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm where X and U denote a uniformly
distributed random variable on Xn and Xm, respectively.
If OWF and PRG are 1/p(n)-secure for any polynomial p(n), they are said to be strongly OWF and strongly PRG,
respectively.
B. Goldreich’s generator and its generalization
Existence of one-way function and pseudorandom generator is one of the biggest conjecture in computer science and theory
of cryptography. Goldreich suggested extremely simple candidates of one-way function on the binary alphabet in [1]. Let
k ∈ N be the locality of the generator. Then, predicates Pa : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} are fixed for every a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. For each
a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, a k-tuple (i(a)1 , . . . , i(a)k ) not including duplication is chosen from {1, 2, . . . , n}. For a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, a-th
bit of output of Goldreich’s generator is defined as Pa(xi(a)1 , . . . , xi(a)k ) where xi denotes i-th input bit for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
An example of Goldreich’s generator is described by a bipartite graph in Fig. 1. Goldreich conjectured that for almost all
predicates, the generator is a one-way function if the bipartite graph is expander when m = n. When m > n, Goldreich’s
generator is also candidate of pseudorandom generator [3].
In this paper, we consider a generalization of Goldreich’s generator to non-binary alphabet and also to local functions with
multiple output variables. Fix the locality k ∈ N and the output length l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} of the local functions. Let
q ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . .} be the size of alphabet and [q] := {1, 2, . . . , q} be the alphabet set. Then, surjective functions fa : [q]k → [q]l
are fixed for every a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. For each a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, a k-tuple (i(a)1 , . . . , i(a)k ) not including duplication is chosen
from {1, 2, . . . , n}. Similarly to the original Goldreich’s generator, the output of generalized Goldreich’s generator is defined
as (f1(xi(1)1
, . . . , x
i
(1)
k
), . . . , fm(xi(m)1
, . . . , x
i
(m)
k
)) ∈ [q]lm.
C. (r-1)-wise independence and MDS codes
In the following, several properties of local functions are defined which are useful for analysis of some attackers to Goldreich’s
generator.
Definition 3 ((r − 1)-wise independence). Let X1, . . . , Xk be uniformly distributed random variables on [q]. The function f
is said to be (r− 1)-wise independent if for any T ⊆ [k] of size at most r− 1, the distribution of (Xi)i∈T and f(X1, . . . , Xk)
is uniform on [q]|T | × [q]l.
Example 4. We can regard the alphabet [q] as an Abelian group Z/qZ. A function f(x) = x1+x2+· · ·+xr+f ′(xr+1, . . . , xk)
is (r − 1)-wise independent for any f ′ : [q]k−r → [q].
Let us consider uniformly distributed random variables X1, . . . , Xk on [q]. If the function f is (r − 1)-wise independent,
even if one knows values of the output f(X1, . . . , Xk) and r− 2 of the k input random variables, one cannot guess any one of
the other unknown input variable for f . This property is useful for deriving lower bounds for some algorithms trying to invert
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Fig. 1. A bipartite graph representation of Goldreich’s generator.
Goldreich’s generators. On the other hand, if one knows the output of (r − 1)-wise independent function and r − 1 variables
in the input, one may guess one of the other unknown input variable. We can consider the extremal (r − 1)-wise independent
functions for which the output and r − 1 of the input variables uniquely fix all of the other k − r + 1 input variables.
Definition 5 (Maximum distance separable code). A subset M ⊆ [q]k is said to be maximum distance separable (MDS)
code of the dimension r − 1 if |M | = qr−1 and d = k − r + 2 where d is the minimum distance of the code M , i.e.,
d := minx∈M,x′∈M,x 6=x′ |{i ∈ [k] | xi 6= x′i}|.
Example 6 (Trivial MDS codes). MSPC = {(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ [q]k | x1+ · · ·+xk = 0} is an MDS code of the dimension k− 1.
The support of uniquely extendible constraint is also an MDS code with the above parameters [8]. MR = {(x1, . . . , xk) ∈
[q]k | x1 = x2 = · · · = xk} is an MDS code of the dimension 1. MDS codes of the dimension k − 1 and of the dimension 1
are called trivial MDS codes.
Assume that for given f : [q]k → [q]k−r+1, an inverse image f−1(y) ⊆ [q]k is an MDS code of the dimension r− 1 for any
y ∈ [q]k−r+1. In that case, we say that a local function f has MDS inverse image. If f has MDS inverse image, then for any
y ∈ [q]k−r+1, for any S ⊆ [k] of size r − 1 and for any (xi)i∈S ∈ [q]|S|, there exists one and only one (xi)i∈[k]\S ∈ [q]k−|S|
such that x ∈ f−1(y) since the minimum distance of the inverse image f−1(y) is k − r + 2 and since the dimension of the
inverse image f−1(y) is r − 1. Hence, f is (r − 1)-wise independent and also extremal one, i.e., the output of f and r − 1
of input variables uniquely determine the other k − r + 1 input variables.
For a prime power q, one can regard the alphabet [q] as a finite field Fq . If one has a linear MDS code M of length k and
dimension r − 1, it is easy to construct a local function f : [q]k → [q]k−r+1 with MDS inverse image as follows. Let H be a
(k− r+ 1)× k parity-check matrix for M , i.e., M = {x ∈ Fkq | Hx = 0}. Then, the function f(x) := Hx has MDS inverse
image since f−1(y) = {x ∈ Fkq | Hx = y} is an MDS code of the dimension r − 1 for any y ∈ Fk−r+1. Note that one can
also construct a local function with MDS inverse image for any (not necessarily prime power) q by using an (not necessarily
linear) MDS code of length k + l.
For r = 2 and r = k, there exist trivial MDS codes for arbitrary q as in Example 6. However, for r ∈ {3, 4, . . . , k− 1}, the
existence of MDS codes for given parameters k and q is not obvious. It is known that, if r− 1 ≥ q+1, then MDS code does
not exist unless k = r. When r − 1 ≤ q, it is conjectured that except for some special cases, all MDS codes have codelength
k at most q + 1. The doubly extended Reed-Solomon codes defined on a finite field are MDS codes with codelength q + 1
which can have arbitrary dimension. Hence, for given k and r ∈ {3, 4, . . . , k − 1} and for a prime power q ≥ k − 1, there
exists an MDS code of arbitrary dimension on the alphabet [q].
III. RANDOMLY GENERATED GOLDREICH’S GENERATOR AND MAIN RESULT
For analyzing Goldreich’s generator, randomly generated bipartite graph has been considered since randomly generated
bipartite graph is expander with high probability. The random ensemble of Goldreich’s generator is defined as follows. The
alphabet size q, the input length n of the whole generator, the number m of local functions, the input length k of local functions
and the output length l of local functions are fixed. The local functions fa : [q]k → [q]l are also fixed for every a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
The above parameters and local functions are given and not randomly generated. Then, k-tuple (i(a)1 , . . . , i
(a)
k ) of distinct indices
4of variables are uniformly chosen from {1, . . . , n} for each a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} independently. Then, the generator is defined
as (f1(xi(1)1
, . . . , x
i
(1)
k
), . . . , fm(xi(m)1
, . . . , x
i
(m)
k
)) as in Section II-B. Hence, in this random ensemble, a Goldreich’s generator
is uniformly chosen from all of the [n(n− 1) · · · (n− k + 1)]m possible choices.
We also consider randomly generated planted k-CSP as follows. A Goldreich’s generator g is randomly generated in the
above way. The input values x∗ ∈ [q]n is uniformly chosen from [q]n. Then, the output y ∈ [q]lm of g for the input x∗ is
computed. A pair of Goldreich’s generator g and the output y ∈ [q]lm is an instance of randomly generated planted k-CSP.
We regard g(x) = y as a k-CSP for variables x ∈ [q]n. Here, the input values x∗ is called a planted assignment, planted
configuration or planted solution.
For attacking PRG generated by Goldreich’s generator, we can consider the following strategy. Let Lg := {y ∈ [q]lm | ∃x ∈
[q]n, g(x) = y}. Then, an attacker hg is defined as
hg(y) = 1 ⇐⇒ y ∈ Lg
hg(y) = 0 ⇐⇒ y /∈ Lg.
If the input for hg is generated by g, it always returns 1, i.e., Pr(hg(g(X)) = 1) = 1 where X is a uniform random variable on
[q]n. If the input for hg is uniform random variable on [q]lm, the probability that hg returns 1 is Pr(hg(U) = 1) = |Lg|/qm ≤
qn−m, which is small if m is much larger than n where U is a uniform random variable on [q]m. From the above observation,
Goldreich’s generator is not secure against the attack hg , which is of course not necessarily efficiently computable. In this
paper, we try to find a certificate x ∈ g−1(y) for y ∈ Lg for implementing hg. There is also another attack called a “correlation
attack”, which tries to find a certificate for y /∈ Lg. Generally it is difficult to show that Lg does not have a polynomial-time
algorithm since Lg has a short certificate x ∈ [q]n and has a verifier in NC0.
As mentioned in the previous section, the concept of (r − 1)-wise independence expresses security of randomly generated
Goldreich’s generator as OWFs and PRGs for some algorithms. The following results for r ≥ 3 are known for randomly
generated Goldreich’s generator on the binary alphabet for l = 1.
Lemma 7 ([3], [5], [6]). Assume that all local functions are not r-wise independent for some r ≥ 3. If m = Cnr/2√logn for
sufficiently large constant C, then there is a polynomial-time algorithm inverting the randomly generated Goldreich’s generator
with high probability. If m = Cnr/2 for sufficiently large constant C, then there is a polynomial-time algorithm distinguishing
the output of the randomly generated Goldreich’s generator from uniform random variables with high probability.
Lemma 8 ([6], [9]). Assume that all local functions are (r − 1)-wise independent for some r ≥ 3. If m = O(nr/2−δ) for
some δ > 0, then a semidefinite programming relaxation with high probability cannot fix any input variable of the randomly
generated Goldreich’s generator with small modification.
From the above results, randomly generated Goldreich’s generator is insecure when m = O(n r2+δ) and secure against SDP
when m = O(n r2−δ) for any δ > 0. Hence, a local function with large r seems to be preferable. However, for the binary
alphabet, r = k holds only when the predicate is affine. In that case, one can efficiently find the input assignment by solving the
system of linear equations. Generally, the degree d of polynomial representation on F2 of (r − 1)-wise independent predicate
is at most k− r if r ≤ k− 2. If predicates in the generator have the degree d in the polynomial representation, there is a linear
attack when m = O(nd) [3]. Hence, for the binary alphabet, large r implies small d which means there exists another attacker.
However, for non-binary cases, r = k does not immediately imply existence of another attacker. While r = k implies that the
constraint given by a local function is uniquely extendible constraint, it is known that combination of three types of uniquely
extendible constraints on quaternary alphabet can represent the three coloring problem on a graph [8]. This observation gives
a motivation for considering non-binary generalization.
The followings are the main results of this paper on simple LP relaxation attack for Goldreich’s generator using u(n) ∈
ω(1) ∩ o(n) known input variables which will be defined in the next section.
Theorem 9. Assume that all local functions are (r − 1)-wise independent for some r ≥ 3. If m = µ nr−1u(n)r−2 for arbitrary
constant µ < µc(k, r), then a linear programming relaxation using u(n) known input variables cannot fix 1r−2u(n) input
variables of the randomly generated Goldreich’s generator with probability exponentially close to 1 with respect to u(n).
Theorem 10. Assume that all local functions have MDS inverse image of the dimension r−1 for some r ≥ 3. If m = µ nr−1u(n)r−2
for any constant µ > µc(k, r), then a linear programming relaxation using u(n) known input variables can fix linearly many
number of input variables of the randomly generated Goldreich’s generator with probability exponentially close to 1 with
respect to u(n).
In the above results, u(n) ∈ ω(1) ∩ o(n) variables are assumed to be known. This assumption is justified when u(n) =
O(log n) since one can try to apply the LP for all of the qu(n) assignments in polynomial time in n. If linearly many variables
are fixed without contradiction and if m is superlinear, one can distinguish the output of Goldreich’s generator from uniform
random variable since with high probability, linearly many variables cannot be fixed without contradiction when uniform
random variables are assigned to the output variables of local functions. When u(n) = O(log n), from Theorem 9, the LP
5relaxation attack fails with probability polynomially close to 1 with respect to n. Hence, it is not sufficient to claim that the
generator is secure in the strong sense against the LP relaxation attack [10]. When u(n) = O(log n), the order nr−1u(n)r−2 of
m in the above results is much larger than n r2 , which means that the LP relaxation attack is suboptimal. By tightening the
polytope, one can obtain the currently optimal order n r2 . This problem will be discussed in Section VII. When u(n) = ω(
√
n),
Goldreich’s generator is no longer secure even when m = o(nr/2) since n
r−1
u(n)r−2 = o(n
r/2). In this case, in our knowledge,
there is no attack inverting Goldreich’s generator asymptotically better than the simple LP relaxation attack in this paper.
IV. LINEAR PROGRAMMINGS, PEELING ALGORITHMS AND STOPPING SETS
In this section, the LP relaxation for k-CSP which is the algorithm discussed in this paper is defined. Furthermore, it is
shown that the LP relaxation is related to combinatorial structures called stopping sets. A k-CSP can be represented as the
integer programming (IP)
min
x∈[q]n
:
m∑
a=1
I
{
fa(x
(a)) 6= ya
}
(1)
where x(a) := (xi)i∈∂(a) for ∂(a) := {i(a)1 , . . . , i(a)k } and where I{·} is the indicator function. For applying the LP relaxation
to the IP, we first choose u(n) ∈ ω(1) ∩ o(n) variables and generate qu(n) sub-IPs for each assignment on the u(n) variables
since the LP relaxation for (1) has a trivial useless solution which will be mentioned in this section. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that x1, . . . , xu(n) are fixed to some assignment since we consider uniform random construction of the k-CSP.
Then, for each assignment (z1, . . . , zu(n)) ∈ [q]u(n), we consider the sub-IP
min
x∈[q]n
xi=zi for i=1,2,...,u(n)
:
m∑
a=1
I
{
fa(x
(a)) 6= ya
}
. (2)
The original IP (1) can be solved by taking minimum among all of the qu(n) sub-IPs. Note that when u(n) = O(log n), there
are polynomially many sub-IPs. The LP relaxation is applied for the sub-IPs (2) rather than the original IP (1). First, the
marginal polytope, which gives a tight LP relaxations, is defined as follows.
Definition 11 (Marginal polytope). Let DISTn := {(p(x))x∈[q]n | p(x) ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ [q]n,
∑
x
p(x) = 1}. Then, the marginal
polytope is defined as
MARG :=
{
((pi(xi))i∈[n],xi∈[q], (p(a)(x
(a)))a∈[m],x(a)∈[q]k) | ∃p ∈ DISTn, pi(xi) =
∑
x\xi
p(x), ∀i ∈ [n], ∀xi ∈ [q],
p(a)(x
(a)) =
∑
x\x(a)
p(x), ∀a ∈ [m], ∀x(a) ∈ [q]k
}
.
Using the marginal polytope, one obtains the tight LP relaxation for (2)
min
((pi),(p(a)))∈MARG,
pi(zi)=1 for i=1,2,...,u(n)
:
m∑
a=1
Ep(a)
[
fa(X
(a)) 6= ya
]
.
Although the above LP relaxation using the marginal polytope is tight, the marginal polytope uses exponentially many variables
and inequalities. Hence, we consider loose but more efficient LP relaxation.
Definition 12 (Local marginal polytope). The local marginal polytope is defined as
LOCAL :=
{
((bi(xi))i∈[n],xi∈[q], (b(a)(x
(a)))a∈[m],x(a)∈[q]k) | b(a) ∈ DISTk, ∀a ∈ [m],
bi(xi) =
∑
x
(a)\xi
b(a)(x
(a)), ∀i ∈ [n], a ∈ [m] satisfying i ∈ ∂(a)
}
.
Obviously, it holds MARG ⊆ LOCAL from the definition. If the bipartite graph representing the k-CSP problem is tree, it
holds MARG = LOCAL [11]. However, generally, the inclusion relation is strict. The LP relaxation using the local marginal
polytope for (2) is obtained as
min
((bi),(b(a)))∈LOCAL,
bi(zi)=1,∀i=1,2,...,u(n)
:
m∑
a=1
Ep(a)
[
fa(X
(a)) 6= ya
]
. (3)
Note that if we consider the LP relaxation using the local marginal polytope for (1),
min
((bi),(b(a)))∈LOCAL
:
m∑
a=1
Ep(a)
[
fa(X
(a)) 6= ya
]
(4)
6there always exists a trivial solution having zero objective value when all local functions are 1-wise independent, which is
bi(xi) = 1/q for all i ∈ [n] and xi ∈ [q], and b(a)(x(a)) = I{fa(x(a)) = ya}/|f−1a (ya)| for all a ∈ [m] and all x(a) ∈ [q]k.
Hence, we consider the LP relaxation for (2) rather than that for (1). If all marginals in LOCAL are deterministic, we call it
an integral assignment. A subset {i ∈ [n] | ∃xi ∈ [q], bi(xi) = 1} ⊆ [n] is called an integral part of ((bi)i∈[n], (b(a))a∈[m]) ∈
LOCAL.
Remark 1. The LP using LOCAL can be regarded as the minimization of the Bethe free energy at zero-temperature in statistical
physics and is sometimes called the basic LP in computer science [12]. On the other hand, there is a message passing algorithm
called belief propagation (BP) which tries to minimize the Bethe free energy on non-zero temperature [13]. Recently, spectral
algorithm using non-backtracking matrix is proposed in [14], which can be regarded as linearization of BP on trivial fixed
point. These three algorithms can be understood by the Bethe approximation.
In this paper, we consider the limit of solvability of the randomly generated planted k-CSP by the LP relaxation (3). If there
exists an optimal solution for (3) with zero objective value, we call it a zero-optimal solution. If the u(n) fixed assignment
cannot be extended to a solution of the planted k-CSP problem (1), there does not exist an integral zero-optimal solution
for (3). If the u(n) fixed assignment can be extended to a solution of (1), there exist an integral zero-optimal solution although
there also exist non-integral zero-optimal solutions in general. In the rest of this paper, we assume that the u(n) variables are
fixed to be the values of the planted assignment x∗ ∈ [q]n, and consider whether the LP (3) has non-integral zero-optimal
solutions.
It is well-known that for k-CSP problems including zero-optimal solutions, the LP (3) using the local marginal polytope is
strongly related to a simple message-passing algorithm.
Definition 13 (Peeling algorithm for a bipartite graph). For d ≥ 2, the d-peeling algorithm for a bipartite graph starting from a
set V ⊆ [n] of variables is defined as follows. First, all variable vertices not in V are removed from the bipartite graph. Then,
if there is a constraint vertex of the degree at most d−1, then the constraint vertex and all of the at most d−1 variable vertices
connected to the constraint vertex are removed from the bipartite graph. This process is iterated until there is no constraint
vertex of the degree at most d− 1.
The d-peeling algorithm naturally appears in many problems, e.g., the decoding of low-density parity-check codes [15],
the satisfiability and clustering phase transition of random k-XORSAT [16] and cuckoo hashing [17]. The peeling algorithm
starting from V stops if and only if the current set variables forms a structure called a stopping set. This type of peeling
algorithm on the same random graph ensemble was considered for k = 3 and d = 2 in [18], [19].
Definition 14 (Stopping set [20]). For d ≥ 2, a subset V ′ ⊆ [n] is called a d-stopping set if |∂(a) ∩ V ′| /∈ {1, 2, . . . , d − 1}
for all constraint a ∈ [m].
It is obvious that the d-peeling algorithm starting from V removes all variables if and only if there does not exist non-empty
d-stopping set included by V . The concept of d-stopping set is useful for analyzing the LP (3).
Lemma 15 ([21]). Assume that all local functions are (r − 1)-wise independent. If there is a (k − r + 2)-stopping set
V ′ ⊆ {u(n) + 1, u(n) + 2, . . . , n}, then the LP (3) using the local marginal polytope has a zero-optimal solution whose
integral part is [n] \ V ′.
Proof: let V ′ ⊆ {u(n) + 1, u(n) + 2, . . . , n} be a (k − r + 2)-stopping set. Then, ((bi), (b(a))) defined by bi(xi) = 1/q
for any i ∈ V ′, xi ∈ [q], bi(x∗i ) = 1 for any i /∈ V ′ and
b(a)(x
(a)) =
1
|f−1a (ya)|
, ∀x(a) ∈ [q]k satisfying xi = x∗i ∀i /∈ ∂(a) ∩ V ′, fa(x(a)) = ya
is an element of LOCAL from the assumption of (r−1)-wise independence of fa. The above ((bi), (b(a))) has a zero objective
value.
For local functions having MDS inverse image, the converse of Lemma 15 also holds.
Lemma 16 ([21]). Assume that all local functions have MDS inverse of the dimension r − 1. If the LP (3) using the local
marginal polytope has a zero-optimal solution whose integral part is V ′ ⊆ [n], then [n] \ V ′ is (k − r + 2)-stopping set.
Proof: Let ((bi), (b(a))) ∈ LOCAL be one of the zero-optimal solution (not necessarily integral) for the LP. For any
a ∈ [m], b(a)(x(a)) > 0 only for x(a) satisfying the constraint fa since ((bi), (b(a))) has a zero objective value. Hence, if
|∂(a) ∩ V ′| ≥ r − 1, then |∂(a) ∩ V ′| must be k.
From Lemmas 15 and 16, it is sufficient to analyze (k− r+2)-stopping sets for showing Theorems 9 and 10. A non-empty
d-stopping set of size smaller than αn is called α-small d-stopping set for α ∈ (0, 1). A non-empty d-stopping set which is
not α-small d-stopping set is called α-large d-stopping set.
Lemma 17 (Threshold for small stopping set). For any α ∈ (0, 1), the randomly generated bipartite graph including m =
µn logn constraint does not have α-small d-stopping set with probability 1−O(n1−µk+ǫ) for any µ > 1/k and ǫ ∈ (0, µk−1).
7Proof: Let Z(l) be a random variable corresponding to the number of d-stopping sets of size l for the randomly generated
bipartite graph. Then, the probability that randomly generated bipartite graph includes d-stopping set of size at most αn is
upper bounded by Markov’s inequality
Pr
(
αn∑
l=1
Z(l) ≥ 1
)
≤
αn∑
l=1
E[Z(l)].
The expected number of d-stopping sets of size l is simply represented as
E[Z(l)] =
(
n
l
) ∑
s=0,d,d+1,...,k
(
l
s
)(
n−l
k−s
)
(
n
k
)


m
.
Especially for d = 2, it holds
E[Z(l)] =
(
n
l
)(
1− l
(
n−l
k−1
)
(
n
k
)
)m
.
When m = γn for some constant γ > 0, it holds
1
n
logE[Z(δn)] = h(δ) + γ log
(
1− kδ(1− δ)k−1)+ o(1)
for any δ ∈ (0, 1) where h denotes the binary entropy function. Hence, for any fixed δ ∈ (0, α), there is a constant γδ such
that
h(δ′) + γδ log
(
1− kδ′(1− δ′)k−1) ≤ −1
for any δ′ ∈ [δ, α]. Hence,
αn∑
l=δn
E[Z(l)] ≤ n exp{−n}
when m = γδn. From an inequality
log
(
1− l
(
n−l
k−1
)
(
n
k
)
)
≤ − l
(
n−l
k−1
)
(
n
k
)
one obtains for m = µn logn that
δn∑
l=1
E[Z(l)] ≤
δn∑
l=1
(
n
l
)
exp
{
−ml
(
n−δn
k−1
)
(
n
k
)
}
≤
(
1 + exp
{
−m
(
n−δn
k−1
)
(
n
k
)
})n
− 1
=
(
1 + n−µk(1−δ)
k−1+o(1)
)n
− 1
for any δ ∈ (0, 1). Let δµ := 1− 1/(µk)1/(k−1). For any µ > 1/k and any δ ∈ (0, δµ), it holds µk(1− δ)k−1 > 1, i.e.,(
1 + n−µk(1−δ)
k−1+o(1)
)n
− 1 = O
(
n1−µk(1−δ)
k−1
)
.
Conversely if m = µn logn for µ < 1/k, from the theory of the coupon collector’s problem, with high probability there
exists a variable which is not included in any constraint. Hence, there exists a d-stopping set of size 1 with high probability.
For α-large k-stopping set, the threshold is obtained as follows.
Lemma 18. For any µ > (k(k − 1))−1, there exists α ∈ (0, 1) such that the randomly generated bipartite graph including
m = µn constraints does not have α-large k-stopping set in {u(n) + 1, . . . , n} with probability exponentially close to 1 with
respect to u(n).
Proof: From the theory of random hypergraphs, if m = µn where µ > (k(k − 1))−1, then the random hypergraph has a
giant component, which is a connected component of size proportional to n, with probability tends to 1 exponentially fast as
n→∞ [22], [23]. It is also shown in [24] that the size of giant component is concentrated around (1− ρ)n where ρ ∈ (0, 1)
is the unique solution of
ρ = exp{µk(ρk−1 − 1)}.
Hence, the probability that the size of giant component is greater than (1− ρ− δ)n tends to 1 exponentially fast with respect
to n for any δ > 0. In that case, the probability that all of the u(n) known variables are not included in the giant component
is at most (ρ+ δ)u(n).
From Lemmas 16, 17 and 18, if all local functions have MDS inverse image of dimension r−1 for r = 2, then the randomly
generated Goldreich’s generator including m = µn logn local functions is inverted by the LP (3) with high probability for
any µ > 1/k. The converse of Lemma 18 is also obtained as follows.
8TABLE I
THRESHOLDS OF THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS FOR (k − r + 2)-STOPPING SETS
Small Large
r = 2 1
k
n logn 1
k(k−1)
n
r ≥ 3 1
k
n logn 1(
k
r
) (r−2)
r−2
r(r−1)r−1
nr−1
u(n)r−2
Lemma 19. For any µ < (k(k− 1))−1, the randomly generated bipartite graph including m = µn constraints has k-stopping
set of size larger than n− (1 + τ)u(n) included in {u(n) + 1, . . . , n} with high probability for any τ strictly larger than
k(k − 1)µ
1− k(k − 1)µ.
For r = 2, the condition m ≥ (1/k + δ)n log n for vanishing small stopping sets is stronger than the condition m ≥
([k(k − 1)]−1 + δ)n for vanishing large stopping sets. On the other hand, for r ≥ 3, the situation is different unless u(n) is
quite large, i.e., u(n) = Ω(n/(logn)1/(r−2)).
Theorem 20. Fix r ≥ 3. For any constant µ < µc(k, r) =
(
k
r
)−1 (r−2)r−2
r(r−1)r−1 , the randomly generated bipartite graph including
m = µ n
r−1
u(n)r−2 constraints has (k − r + 2)-stopping set of size larger than n − (1 + τ)u(n) included in {u(n) + 1, . . . , n}
with high probability p(n, µ, τ) for any τ > τ∗ where τ∗ ∈ (0, 1/(r − 2)) is the unique solution in (0, 1/(r − 2)) of
µ =
1(
k
r
) τ∗
r(1 + τ∗)r−1
.
Here, the probability p(n, µ, τ) is at least 1− exp{infλ>0,τ ′∈(0,τ)ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ ′)u(n) +O(max{1, u(n)2/n})} for
ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ) := µ (exp{(k − r + 1)λ} − 1)
(
k
r − 1
)
(1 + τ)r−1 − λτ. (5)
From Theorem 20 and Lemma 15, for any constant µ < µc(k, r), the LP relaxation (3) with the u(n) correctly assigned
variables for the planted k-CSP problem including m = µ nr−1u(n)r−2 constraints has a solution whose integral part is at most
(1 + τ)u(n) with high probability. Hence, Theorem 9 is shown. The converse is also obtained as follows.
Theorem 21. Fix r ≥ 3. For any α ∈ (0, 1) and for any constant µ > µc(k, r), the randomly generated bipartite graph
including m = µ nr−1u(n)r−2 constraints does not have α-large (k − r + 2)-stopping set included in {u(n) + 1, . . . , n} with
probability at least 1− exp{supτ>0 infλ<0 ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ)u(n) +O(max{u(n)2/n, log u(n)})}.
From Theorem 21 and Lemma 16, one obtains Theorem 10. The above results on thresholds of stopping sets are summarized
in Table I. Lemma 19 and Theorems 20 and 21 are proved in the following sections.
V. EVOLUTION ON NUMBER OF EQUATIONS FOR THE PEELING ALGORITHM
A. The Markov chain
In this section, we consider the numbers of constraints with particular degree at each step of the iterations of the (k−r+2)-
peeling algorithm starting from {u(n)+1, . . . , n} on the randomly generated bipartite graph, which is essentially equivalent to
Erdo˝s-Re´nyi hypergraph [24]. For the analysis, we assume that only one constraint a ∈ [m] of the degree at most k− r+1 is
chosen in each step and that one of the variable connected to the constraint a is removed from the bipartite graph. Let Cj(t) be a
random variable corresponding to the number of constraint vertices of degree j after t iterations. Obviously, [C0(0), . . . , Ck(0)]
obeys the multinomial distribution Multinom(m, p0(n), p1(n), . . . , pk(n)) where
pj(n) :=
(
n−u(n)
j
)(
u(n)
k−j
)
(
n
k
) = (k
j
)
u(n)k−j
nk−j
+O
(
u(n)k−j+1
nk−j+1
)
.
Let [B1(t), B2(t), . . . , Bk−r+1(t)] be a 0-1 random vector of weight 1 where Bj(t) = 1 if a constraint of the degree j is
chosen at (t + 1)-th iteration and Bj(t) = 0 otherwise. We assume that a constraint is chosen uniformly from all constraints
of the degree at most k − r + 1. Hence,
Pr(Bj(t) = 1 | [C0(t), . . . , Ck(t)]) = Cj(t)∑k−r+1
j′=1 Cj′ (t)
9if
∑k−r+1
j=1 Cj(t) ≥ 1. Let N(t) := n − u(n) − t be the number of remaining variable nodes after t iterations when the
iterations continues until t-th step. The set of random variables ([C0(t), . . . , Ck(t)])t=0,1,...,N(0) is a Markov chain satisfying
[C0(t+ 1), . . . , Ck(t+ 1)] = [C0(t), . . . , Ck(t)] if
∑k−r+1
j=1 Cj(t) = 0 and
Ck(t+ 1) = Ck(t)−Rk(t)
Cj(t+ 1) = Cj(t)−Rj(t) +Rj+1(t), for j = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1
C0(t+ 1) = C0(t) +R1(t)
(6)
if
∑k−r+1
j=1 Cj(t) ≥ 1 where R1(t), . . . , Rk(t) are independent random variables conditioned on [C0(t), . . . , Ck(t)] and
[B1(t), . . . , Bk−r+1(t)] obeying
Rj(t) ∼ Binom
(
Cj(t),
j
N(t)
)
, for j = k − r + 2, k − r + 3, . . . , k
Rj(t) ∼ Bj(t) + Binom
(
Cj(t)−Bj(t), j
N(t)
)
, for j = 1, 2, . . . , k − r + 1.
Similar analysis was considered in [15], [25], [26]. In the papers, the number of constraints m is proportional to n. In that
case, one can use Wormald’s theorem which gives differential equations describing the behavior of the Markov chain. In this
paper, m is not necessarily proportional to n. Hence, different techniques are required. Let Ek−r+11 (t) :=
∑k−r+1
j=1 jCj(t) be
the number of edges connected to constraints of the degree at most k−r+1. Then, the probability that the randomly generated
bipartite graph does not have (k − r + 2)-stopping set of size larger than n− u(n)− t is
Pr
(
Ek−r+11 (0) ≥ 1, Ek−r+11 (1) ≥ 1, . . . , Ek−r+11 (t− 1) ≥ 1
)
. (7)
For proving Lemma 19, Theorems 20 and 21, we analyze the probability (7).
B. Markov chain for upper bound
In this subsection, we show Lemma 19 and Theorem 20. For the Markov chain (6), it holds
Ck(t+ 1) = Ck(t)−Rk(t)
Cj(t+ 1) = Cj(t)−Rj(t) +Rj+1(t), for j = k − r + 2, k − r + 3, . . . , k − 1
Ek−r+11 (t+ 1) = E
k−r+1
1 (t)−
k−r+1∑
j=1
Rj(t) + (k − r + 1)Rk−r+2(t)
(8)
if Ek−r+11 (t) ≥ 1. For upper bounding (7), we consider a new Markov chain ([E
k−r+1
1 (t), Ck−r+2(t), . . . , Ck(t)])t=0,1,...,N(0)
which satisfies Ek−r+11 (0) =
∑k−r+1
j=1 jCj(0), Cj(0) = Cj(0) for j = k − r + 2, . . . , k and
Ck(t+ 1) = Ck(t)
Cj(t+ 1) = Cj(t) +Rj+1(t), for j = k − r + 2, k − r + 3, . . . , k − 1
E
k−r+1
1 (t+ 1) = E
k−r+1
1 (t)− 1 + (k − r + 1)Rk−r+2(t)
(9)
where
Rj(t) ∼ Binom
(
Cj(t),
j
N(t)
)
, for j = k − r + 2, k − r + 3, . . . , k.
The new Markov chain does not include the condition Ek−r+11 (t) ≥ 1 which appears in (8). Hence, it is easier to analyze the
new Markov chain than the original Markov chain (6). Obviously, (7) is upper bounded by
Pr
(
E
k−r+1
1 (0) ≥ 1, E
k−r+1
1 (1) ≥ 1, . . . , E
k−r+1
1 (t− 1) ≥ 1
)
. (10)
The following theorem is proved in Section VI.
Theorem 22 (Moment generating function of Ek−r+11 (t)). Assume m = µ n
r−1
u(n)r−2 for arbitrary constant µ and u(n) ∈ ω(1)∩
o(n). Then, for any constants τ > 0 and λ, it holds E[exp{λEk−r+11 (τu(n))}] = exp{ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ)u(n)+O(max{1, u(n)2/n})}
where ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ) is defined in (5).
Lemma 19 and Theorem 20 can be proved by using Theorem 22 and the Chernoff bound.
Proof of Lemma 19 and Theorem 20: From the Chernoff bound and Theorem 22, one obtains an inequality
Pr
(
E
k−r+1
1 (τu(n)) ≥ 1
)
≤ Pr
(
E
k−r+1
1 (τu(n)) ≥ 0
)
≤ E[exp{λEk−r+11 (τu(n))}] = exp{ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ)u(n) +O(max{1, u(n)2/n})}
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for any constants τ ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 0. It holds
∂ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ)
∂λ
= µ exp{(k − r + 1)λ}(k − r + 1)
(
k
r − 1
)
(1 + τ)r−1 − τ
= µ exp{(k − r + 1)λ}r
(
k
r
)
(1 + τ)r−1 − τ.
If
∂ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ)
∂λ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= µr
(
k
r
)
(1 + τ)r−1 − τ < 0 (11)
then ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ) is negative for sufficiently small λ > 0 since ϕk,r(µ, 0, τ) = 0. The condition (11) is satisfied for some
τ > 0 when
µ <
1
r
(
k
r
) sup
τ>0
τ
(1 + τ)r−1
. (12)
When r = 2 the supremum is taken at τ → +∞, and hence the condition (12) is equivalent to µ < [k(k− 1)]−1. When r ≥ 3
the supremum is taken at τ = 1/(r−2), and hence the condition (12) is equivalent to µ < (r−2)r−2
(kr)r(r−1)r−1
. If the condition (12) is
satisfied, then (11) is satisfied for some τ . That means that there exists (k−r+2)-stopping set of size at least n− (1+τ)u(n).
By optimizing the Chernoff bound, one obtains Theorem 20.
C. Markov chain for lower bound
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 21. We can use the same argument as Lemma 18 for the (k−r+2)-peeling algorithm.
For m = µ n
r−1
u(n)r−2 , it holds
E[Ck−r+2(0)] = mpk−r+2(n) = µ
(
k
r − 2
)
n+O(u(n)).
Hence, if µ > [r(r− 1)(kr)]−1, it holds E[Ck−r+2(0)] > ([(k− r+2)(k− r+1)]−1+ δ)n for sufficiently small δ > 0. In this
case, from the argument in the proof of Lemma 18, linearly many variables are removed by the (k− r+2)-peeling algorithm
with high probability. However, [r(r − 1)(kr)]−1 is strictly larger than µc(k, r) for r ≥ 3. In the following, we will show that
if µ > µc(k, r), for any η > 0 there exists τ > 0 such that
Pr
(
Ek−r+11 (0) ≥ 1, . . . , Ek−r+11 (τu(n)− 1) ≥ 1, Ek−r+11 (τu(n)) ≥ ηu(n)
)
= 1− o(1) (13)
and that if µ > µc(k, r), there exists sufficiently small ǫ > 0 such that for any τ ≥ 1/(r − 2),
Pr
(
Ck−r+2(τu(n)) > [(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1) + ǫ]−1n
)
= 1− o(1). (14)
They give the proof of Theorem 21 except for the bound of probability.
For lower bounding the probabilities in (13) and (14), we consider a new Markov chain ([Ek−r+11 (t), Ck−r+2(t), . . . , Ck(t)])t=0,1,...,N(0)
which satisfies Ek−r+11 (0) =
∑k−r+1
j=1 jCj(0), Cj(0) = Cj(0) for j = k − r + 2, . . . , k and
Ck(t+ 1) = Ck(t)−Rk(t)
Cj(t+ 1) = Cj(t)−Rj+1(t) +Rj+1(t), for j = k − r + 2, k − r + 3, . . . , k − 1
Ek−r+11 (t+ 1) = E
k−r+1
1 (t)− 1−Rk−r+11 (t) + (k − r + 1)Rk−r+2(t)
(15)
where
Rj(t) ∼ Binom
(
Cj(t),
j
N(t)
)
, for j = k − r + 2, k − r + 3, . . . , k
Rk−r+11 (t) ∼ Binom
(
Ek−r+11 (t) + t,
1
N(t)− k + r
)
.
We obtain a lower bound of the probabilities in (13) and (14) by replacing the original Markov chain by the above new Markov
chain.
Theorem 23 (Moment generating function of Ek−r+11 (t)). Assume m = µ n
r−1
u(n)r−2 for arbitrary constant µ and u(n) ∈ ω(1)∩
o(n). Then, for any constants τ > 0 and λ, it holds E[exp{λEk−r+11 (τu(n))}] = exp{ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ)u(n)+O(max{1, u(n)2/n})}
where ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ) is defined in (5).
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The proof is omitted since it is straightforward from the proof of Theorem 22. From Theorem 23, if µ > µc(k, r), it holds
Pr

τu(n)−1⋃
t=0
Ek−r+11 (t) ≤ 0

 ≤ τu(n)−1∑
t=0
Pr
(
Ek−r+11 (t) ≤ 0
)
≤
τu(n)−1∑
t=0
inf
λ<0
E
[
exp
{
λEk−r+11 (t)
}]
≤ exp
{
sup
τ ′>0
inf
λ<0
ϕk,r(µ, λ, τ
′)u(n) +O(max{u(n)2/n, log u(n)})
}
. (16)
Note that the above upper bound is independent of τ . In the same way, one can show that if µ < µc(k, r), for sufficiently
large τ > 0, it holds
Pr
(
Ek−r+11 (τu(n)) ≤ ηu(n)− 1
)
≤ exp{−cτ,ηu(n)}
for some constant cτ,η > 0 depending on τ and η which tends to infinity as τ →∞ while η is fixed.
Similarly to Theorem 23, asymptotic analysis of the moment generating function for Ck−r+2(t) is obtained for t = O(u(n)).
Theorem 24 (Moment generating function of Cj(t)). Assume m = µ n
r−1
u(n)r−2 for arbitrary constant µ and u(n) ∈ ω(1)∩o(n).
Then, for any constants τ > 0 and λj , E[exp{λjCj(τu(n))}] = exp{ϕ(j)k,r(µ, λj , τ) n
j−k+r−1
u(n)j−k−r−2+O(
u(n)j−k+r−1
nj−k+r−1 max{1, u(n)2/n})}
where
ϕ
(j)
k,r(µ, λ, τ) := µ (exp{λ} − 1)
(
k
k − j
)
(1 + τ)k−j .
The proof of this theorem is also omitted since it is straightforward from the proof of Theorem 22. From Theorem 24, it
holds
Pr
(
Ck−r+2(τu(n)) ≤ ([(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1)]−1 + ǫ)n
) ≤ E
[
exp
{
λk−r+2Ck−r+2(τu(n))
}]
exp{λk−r+2([(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1)]−1 + ǫ)n}
≤ E
[
exp
{
λk−r+2Ck−r+2(u(n)/(r − 2))
}]
exp{λk−r+2([(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1)]−1 + ǫ)n}
= exp
{
µ (exp{λk−r+2} − 1) 1
(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1)
(
k
r
)
r(r − 1)r−1
(r − 2)r−2 n− λk−r+2([(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1)]
−1 + ǫ)n
}
= exp
{
[(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1)]−1 µ
µc(k, r)
(exp{λk−r+2} − 1)n− λk−r+2([(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1)]−1 + ǫ)n
}
for any λk−r+2 ≤ 0. Hence, if µ > µc(k, r), for sufficiently small ǫ > 0, there is δ > 0 such that
Pr
(
Ck−r+2(u(n)/(r − 2)) ≤ ([(k − r + 2)(k − r + 1)]−1 + ǫ)n
) ≤ exp{−δn}.
From the argument in the proof of Lemma 18, a subgraph of the bipartite graph at the τu(n)-th step including all variable
vertices and all constraint vertices of the degree k − r + 2 has a giant component with probability exponentially close to
1 with respect to n. The number of variables which can be removed is Ek−r+11 (τu(n)) which is larger than ηu(n) with
probability at least 1 − exp{−cτ,ηu(n)} for sufficiently large cτ,η when sufficiently large τ > 0 is chosen. In that case, the
(k−r+2)-peeling algorithm removes linearly many variables with probability 1−ρηu(n) where the size of the giant component
is (1 − ρ)N(τu(n)) . If one chooses sufficiently large η > 0, the probability that the (k − r + 2)-peeling algorithm fails to
remove linearly many variable is dominated by (16).
VI. EVOLUTION OF THE MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTION
In this section, the proof of Theorem 22 is shown. The moment generating function for [(Ek−r+11 (t) + t)/(k − r +
1), Ck−r+2(t), . . . , Ck(t)] is defined as
f t(λk−r+1, . . . , λk) := E
[
exp
{
λk−r+1(E
k−r+1
1 (t) + t)/(k − r + 1) + λk−r+2Ck−r+2(t) + · · ·+ λkCk(t)
}]
.
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From (9), one obtains a recursive formula
f t+1(λk−r+1, . . . , λk) = E
[
exp
{
λk−r+1(E
k−r+1
1 (t+ 1) + t+ 1)/(k − r + 1) + λk−r+2Ck−r+2(t) + · · ·+ λkCk(t+ 1)
}]
= E
[
exp
{
λk−r+1(E
k−r+1
1 (t) + t)/(k − r + 1) + λk−r+2Ck−r+2(t) + · · ·+ λkCk(t)
}
· exp{λk−r+1Rk−r+2 + λk−r+2Rk−r+3 + · · ·+ λk−1Rk}
]
= E
[
exp
{
λk−r+1(E
k−r+1
1 (t) + t)/(k − r + 1) + λk−r+2Ck−r+2(t) + · · ·+ λkCk(t)
}
·
k∏
j=k−r+2
(
1− j
N(t)
+
j
N(t)
exp{λj−1}
)Cj(t)]
= f t(λk−r+1, λ
′
k−r+2, . . . , λ
′
k)
where
λ′j := λj + log
(
1− j
N(t)
+
j
N(t)
exp{λj−1}
)
for j = k − r + 2, k − r + 3, . . . , k. Let λ(s)k−r+1 := λk−r+1 for s = 1, 2, . . . , t. For j = k − r+ 2, k− r + 3, . . . , k, λ(0)j := 0
and
λ
(s)
j := λ
(s−1)
j + log
(
1− j
N(t− s+ 1) +
j
N(t− s+ 1) exp{λ
(s−1)
j−1 }
)
,
for s = 1, 2, . . . , t. Then, it holds
E[exp{λk−r+1(Ek−r+11 (t) + t)/(k − r + 1)}] = f t(λk−r+1, 0, . . . , 0) = f0(λ(t)k−r+1, λ(t)k−r+2, . . . , λ(t)k ).
Lemma 25. For t = O(u(n)) and u(n) = o(n), it holds
exp{λ(t)j } = 1 +
(
j
k − r + 1
)
tj−k+r−1
nj−k+r−1
(exp{λk−r+1} − 1) +O
(
u(n)j−k+r−2
nj−k+r−1
max
{
1,
u(n)2
n
})
for j = k − r + 1, k − r + 2, . . . , k.
Proof: The lemma is shown by induction on j. The lemma obviously holds for j = k − r + 1. Assume the lemma holds
for j = j0 − 1 ≥ 1, then
λ
(t)
j0
=
t−1∑
s=0
log
(
1− j0
N(t− s) +
j0
N(t− s) exp{λ
(s)
j0−1
}
)
=
t−1∑
s=0
j0
N(t− s)
(
exp{λ(s)j0−1} − 1
)
+O
(
u(n)2(j0−k+r−1)−1
n2(j0−k+r−1)
)
=
t−1∑
s=0
j0
n
(
exp{λ(s)j0−1} − 1
)
+O
(
u(n)j0−k+r
nj0−k+r
)
=
t−1∑
s=0
j0
n
(
j0 − 1
k − r + 1
)
sj0−k+r−2
nj0−k+r−2
(exp{λk−r+1} − 1) +O
(
u(n)j0−k+r−2
nj0−k+r−1
max
{
1,
u(n)2
n
})
=
(
j0
k − r + 1
)
tj0−k+r−1
nj0−k+r−1
(exp{λk−r+1} − 1) +O
(
u(n)j0−k+r−2
nj0−k+r−1
max
{
1,
u(n)2
n
})
.
Since [C0(0), . . . , Ck(0)] obeys the multinomial distribution Multinom(m, p0(n), . . . , pk(n)), it holds for t = τu(n) and
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m = µ n
r−1
u(n)r−2 that
f0(λ
(t)
k−r+1, λ
(t)
k−r+2, . . . , λ
(t)
k ) =

p0(n) + k−r+1∑
j=1
pj(n) exp
{
j
k − r + 1λk−r+1
}
+
k∑
j=k−r+2
pj(n) exp
{
λ
(t)
j
}
m
=

1 + k∑
j=k−r+1
pj(n)
(
j
k − r + 1
)
tj−k+r−1
nj−k+r−1
(exp{λk−r+1} − 1) +O
(
u(n)r−2
nr−1
max
{
1,
u(n)2
n
})
m
=

1 + u(n)r−1
nr−1
(exp{λk−r+1} − 1)
k∑
j=k−r+1
(
k
j
)(
j
k − r + 1
)
τ j−k+r−1 +O
(
u(n)r−2
nr−1
max
{
1,
u(n)2
n
})
m
= exp
{
u(n)µ (exp{λk−r+1} − 1)
(
k
r − 1
)
(1 + τ)r−1 +O
(
max
{
1,
u(n)2
n
})}
.
From
E[exp{λ(Ek−r+11 (τu(n)) + τu(n))/(k − r + 1)}] = exp
{
u(n)µ (exp{λ} − 1)
(
k
r − 1
)
(1 + τ)r−1 +O
(
max
{
1,
u(n)2
n
})}
one obtains
E[exp{λEk−r+11 (τu(n))}] = exp
{
u(n)
[
µ (exp{(k − r + 1)λ} − 1)
(
k
r − 1
)
(1 + τ)r−1 − λτ
]
+O
(
max
{
1,
u(n)2
n
})}
.
VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, the tight thresholds for small and large stopping sets on randomly generated bipartite graph are shown. This
result gives the tight threshold for the LP relaxation attack for Goldreich’s generator using (r − 1)-wise independent local
functions. When u(n) = O(log n), the order nr−1u(n)r−2 is much larger than n
r/2
. Hence, the LP using the local marginal polytope
is suboptimal. This problem can be avoided by using a tighter polytope
CVM :=
{
(qC(xC))C∈CF ,xC∈{0,1}|C| | qC ∈ DIST|C|, ∀C ∈ CF , qC′(xC′) =
∑
xC\C′
qC(xC), ∀C′ ⊆ C
}
where CF ⊆ 2[n] is a set includes ∂(a) and its subsets for all a ∈ [m]. One can easily find an example of (r − 1)-wise
independent function for which the LP relaxation using CVM can only have integral zero-optimal solutions when m = Cnr/2
for sufficiently large constant C, e.g., r-XORSAT. Note that the above polytope corresponds to the cluster variation method in
statistical physics [13]. One can also consider the generalized BP and its linearization corresponding to the above polytope [13].
The derivation of the threshold constant for the stronger LP is an interesting problem.
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